Finding the full-text for Journal articles

A: How to locate the journal in search

1. Choose Advanced Search
2. Choose In the title from the pull down menu and type the title of the journal in double quotes – “Australian journal of multi-disciplinary engineering”
3. Then choose Journals from the Materials type pull down menu (This will ensure you don’t also retrieve records of articles from the journal: Australian journal of multi-disciplinary engineering)
4. Click Go

B: How to interpret the results of a journal record:

1. Check online details - years covered
2. Check print details - years covered

Indicates that there is some online full-text content
1. Choose the Details tab to see what years are covered in online full-text format.

2. Click on the Full text available link, enter your authcate details to view the volumes and issues.
3. Select the appropriate volume and issue, and view the article.

Print versions

4. If you require earlier issues, you could check the tab Locations to see if there is also a print version.
5. Open up the + sign to view the details.
6. In this particular case the print issues cover the same as the electronic 2003 onwards. However, often the print covers earlier issues.